Several Detained Somalis Helped Plan Attack on U.S. Soldiers

By Keith B. Richburg

WASHINGTON — American investigators say sev- eral of the 42 Somalis in United Nations detention centers may have been directly involved in planning the ambush of an Army ranger unit near Mogadishu, the Somali capital, to hunt down soldiers from President Clinton’s feared successor, a militia leader Mohamade Farrah Aidid, whose arrest U.S. officials are anxious to trigger the land m

The deaths, believed caused by a remote-control detonated land mine hidden in a ditch, prompted President Clinton to order an Army ranger unit to Mogadishu, the Somali capital, to hunt down soldiers from President Clinton’s feared successor, a militia leader Aidid, whose arrest was thought to be key to keeping Aidid’s militia faction.
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